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Abstract

We give a simple, nonrecursive, combinatorial formula for any Kazhdan-Lusztig
polynomial of any Coxeter group. As consequences of our main result we obtain com-
binatorial formulas for each coefficient of any Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomial, and we
characterize those Bruhat intervals whose Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomial equals the g-
polynomial (as defined by Stanley) of the dual interval. The characterization is purely
combinatorial and depends only on the isomorphism type of the interval as a poset. In
particular, we obtain expUcit formulas for the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials of intervals
which are lattices as well as for several other classes of intervals.

^

Dans cet article, on donne une formule simple, combinatoire, et nonrecursive pour
n'importe quel polynome de Kazhdan-Lusztig dans n'mporte quelle groupe de Coxeter.
Par consequent de notre resultat principal, on obtient des formules combinatoires pour
chaque coefficient de n'importe quelle polynome de Kazhdan-Lusztig et on caracterise
les intervales de Bruhat dont Ie polynome de Kazhdan-Lusztig est egal au ff-polynome
(comme I'a'defini Stanley) de 1'intervale dual. Le caracterisation est totalement com-
binatoire et ne depend que de type d'isomorphisme d'un interval comme poset. Parti-
cuUerement, on obtient une formule expUcite pour les polynomes de Kazhdan-Lusztig
des intervales qui sont treillis et meme pour plusieurs autres classes d'intervales.

Extended Abstract

In their fundamental paper [11] Kazhdan and Lusztig defined, for every Coxeter group W,
a family of polynomials, indexed by pairs of elements of W, which have become known as
the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials of W (see, e. g., [9], Chap. 7). These polynomials are
intimately related to the Bruhat order of W and to the algebraic geometry of Schubert
varieties, and are of fundamental importance in representation theory.

Our aim in this work is to give a simple, nonrecursive, combinatorial formula for any
Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomial of any Coxeter group (Theorem 1. 4) , and to study some con-
sequences of it. The main idea involved in the proof and statemeutof this formula is that
of extending the concept of the A-polynomial (see, e. g., [9], §7. 5) to any (finite) multi-
chain of W\so that, for multichains of length 1, one obtains, apart from sign, the usual
7?-polynomials). Once this has been done, then the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomial of a pair
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u, v turns out to be just the sum, over all multichains from u to v, of the corresponding
(generalized) A-polynomials. The JZ-polynomial of a multichain can be readily defined, and
computed, from the ordinary A-polynomials (see (5), (6), and (7)). Since several combina-
torial formulas and interpretations are known for these polynomials (see, e.g., [3], [7], and,
for the case of symmetric groups, [2]) and simple recurrences exist for them, we feel that this
formula is a significant step forward in the understanding of the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomi-
als. Though combinatorial formulas for Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials have appeared before
in the literature (see, e. g., [13], [17], [6], [4]), none of them hold in complete generality.

As consequences of our main result we obtain combinatorial formulas for each coefficient
of any Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomial. Even in their simplest special cases these formulas are
new (see Corollaries 1. 9 and 1. 10) and have interesting and non-trivial consequences. In
fact, we use one of these special cases to characterize those Bruhat intervals whose Kazhdan-
Lusztig polynomial equals the ̂ -polynomial (as defined in [16]) of the dual interval (Theorem
1. 13). Our characterization is purely combinatorial and depends only on the isomorphism
type of the interval as a poset. As a consequence of it we obtain explicit formulas for the
Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials of intervals which are lattices (Theorem 1. 14) as well as for
several other classes of intervals. Finally, we briefly sketch how it is possible to obtain
analogues of all our results for inverse Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials.

We write S = {ai,..., ar}< to mean that S = {ai,..., 0r} and ai < ... <a^. The
cardinality of a set A will be denoted by |A|. For 5 C P and ;'   P we let Sj be the j-th
largest element of 5', and Sj =£ 0 if j > \S\, (so 5' == {5'|5|,..., 5i}<). Given a polynomial
P{q), and i G Z, we will denote by [qt]{P[q)) the coefficient of g* in P(g). For a G R we let

[aj (respectively, fa]) denote the largest integer <, a (respectively, smallest integer > a).
We follow [14], Chap. 3, for notation and terminology concerning partially ordered sets.

In particular, given a finite graded poset P and 5'C Nwelet ?5= {a; G P : p{x)   5},
where /?: P -+ Nis the rank function of P, and o;(P; S) be the number of maximal chains of

PS. We also let P, dlf P{, } if z G N. We say that a finite graded poset P as above is Eulerian
if P has a 6 and I and ^{x, y) = (-l)^(")-/'(x) for all x, y eP, x^y. Recall (see, e. g, [14],
§3. 14, p. 138, or [15], §2, p. 190)that to any Eulerian poset P as above there are associated
two polynomials, denoted /(P; q) and g{P\ q), defined inductively as follows:

def dcf
i) if|P|=lthen/(P;g)^^(F;g)a£Il;

ii) if P has rank n+ 1 ^ 1 and /(P; 9) = E«>o ̂ . 9' tllen

l?J
5(-P;g)difE^-^-i)g', (1)

1=0

(where A;_i = 0);

iii) if P has rank n+ 1 > 1 then

f{P;9)d^ E ^([6, a];9)(g-l)n-p(a)
^P\{i}

(2)
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The polynomials f{P; q) and g{P; q) were introduced in [15] and are two very subtle invari-
ants of the Eulerian poset P (see [14], §3. 14, and [15], §§2, 3, for further iuformation). We caU
g{P; q) the g-polynomial of P, and (/IQ, ..., /tn), where h, ̂  [gn-t](/(^; ?)), for i = 0,..., n,
the h-vector of P.

We follow [9] for general Coxeter groups notation and terminology. Given a Coxeter
system {W, S} and o-   TV we denote by l{a) the length of a in H^, with respect to S, and
we let

def :")
. d^ (-1)'^.

We denote by e the identity of W, and we let T dlf {asa~1 : a G. W, 5   5} be the set
of reflections of W. We will always assume that W is partially ordered by (strong) Bruhat
order. Recall (see, e. g., [9], §5. 9) that this means that x<y if and only if there exist r   N
and fi,... , fr   T such that t^ .. . t^x = y a^d l{ti ... t^x) > f(t,-_i.. . t^x) for z = 1,... , r.
Given u, v eW we let [u, v] ̂  {x  W :u<, x < v}. We consider [u, v] as a poset with the
partial ordering induced by W. In particular, we will often use notation such as [u, v}s 01
[u, v}i (5 C N, i 6 N) to denote the rank-selected subposets of [u, v}. For simplicity we let
c(u, v)dl{ |[zt, 'u];(<, )_((u)-i| and a(u, v) d^ |[u, v]i|. It is well known (see, e.g., [I], Corollary 1)
that intervals of W (and their duals) are Eulerian posets.

We denote by 'H{W) the Hecke algebra associated to W. Recall (see e.g., [9], Chap.
7) that this is the freeZ[g, g-l]-module having the set {T«, : w G W} as a basis and
multiplication such that

w-t a - qT^
if l(ws) > l{w),

+(g-l)^, iU{ws)<l{w),
(3)

for a.\\ w ^ W and s ^ S. It is well known that this is an associative algebra having Te
as unity and that each basis element is invertible in H{W). More precisely, we have the
following result (see, [9], Proposition 7. 4).

Proposition 1. 1 Letv C W. Then

(T. -)-1 - g-'(u) E(-1)'(V)-'(U)JR". "(?)T"'
u<u

where Ru.v(q) £ Z[g].

The polynomials R^, v defined by the previous proposition are called the R-polynomials of
W. It is easy to see that deg(Au, <, ) = l{v) - l{u), and that Au,u(g) = 1, for all u, v e W^,
u <v. It is customary to let Ru,v(q) = 0 ifu ^v.

The A-polynomials can be used to define the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials. The fol-
lowing result is not hard to prove (and, in fact, holds in much greater generality, see [16],
Corollary 6. 7 and Example 6. 9) and a proof can be found, e.g., in [9], §§7. 9-11, or [II], §2. 2.

Theorem 1. 2 There is a unique family of polynomials {Pu.v{q)}u, vew C Z[g], suc/i t/iat, /or
allu, v G W:

i) Pu, v(q)=0 ifu^v;
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") -Pu.u(g) - 1;

iii) deg[P^{q)) < [j (Z(^) - l(u) - 1)J, z/u < v;

iv)
^u)-'(u)Pu. (^= E ^(9)^(9), (4)

u<z<v

if u<v.

The polynomials Pu,u(g) defined by the preceding theorem are called the Kazhdan-Lusztig
polynomials of W. Note that parts iii) and iv) of Theorem 1.2 actually yield an inductive
procedure to compute the polynomials Pu,v(g) for all u, v   l^, taking parts i) and ii) as
initial conditions.

Throughout this work (unless otherwise explicitly stated) (W, S} denotes a fixed (but
arbitrary) Coxeter system.

We can now define the crucial concept of this work, namely the 72-polynomial of a mul-
tichain. This is a polynomial which can be associated to any (finite) multichain of W and
which reduces (essentially, see (7)) to the ordinary A-polynomial if the multichain has length
one. The importance of this concept lies in the fact that it plays a fundamental role in the
computation of the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials of a Coxeter group (see Theorem 1. 4).

Given a polynomial p(x) a£ ̂ 1=0 aixi (with coefficients in some ring) and j ^ Z we let

^(p)d^^a^. (5)
. =.7

So, for example, Ut{x - 3z2 + 2a;3) = -3a;2 + 2z3, and Uj[p} = p, for any polynomial p, if
j < 0.

Given a multichain ao^ai < ... < a^+i (r C N) in l^ we define a polynomial
'7?-ao, ai,..., a^+i(9) inductively as follows,

n
.ao,ai,...,a^+l (?)dl'^..,., (g)c/|iui (/K.,,.,..,, Q^ ,

dcf(where d a^ l(a^) - /(ai)) if r 6 P, and

ds.f r_iV(ai)-((ao;
-ao,at,...,<i^+i^; - (-'-}. . . '-tl-ao.ai

if r = 0. We call 'Rao, ai,..., a^t(q) the R-polynomial of the multichain ay ̂  a^ <
For example, in W = 5"4 we have that

'^2134,23l4,2413(?) = 7l2 134, 2314(g) C/l ( 9^2314,2413 ( -

= -^2134, 2314(9) U-i [ -9^2314, 2413 | -

= (l-9)^(g-l)=9-92.

An important property of the ̂ -polynomial of a multichain is the following.

(6)

(7)
^ Or+1-
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Proposition 1. 3 Let r e P and ao <a^ <,... < a^+i be a multichain in W such that
TZao. -.a.+t / 0. Then /(a, +i) - ;(a, ) ^ 1, anrf ̂ (a. +i) - /(a. ) ^ 2 /on = l,..., r - 1. Zn
particular /(a^+i) - ^(ai) >; 2r - 1.

We can now state the main result of this work.

Theorem 1.4 Letu, v   W. Then

Pu,. (g)= £ ^(9) (8)
cec(u,v)

where C{u, v) denotes the set of all multichains from u to v.

Note that, by Proposition 1. 3, the sum on the RHS of (8) is finite.
Given a finite Coxeter system [W, S) we denote by UQ the longest element of W.

Corollary 1. 5 Let (W, S) be a finite Coxeter system, and u, v G W. Then

U.V^IJ - -' UIQUWQ ,W()VUo \1 / .

The following result is known (see, e.g., [6], p. 356), but is made particularly transparent
by Theorem 1. 4.

Corollary 1. 6 Letu, v G W. Then

P^(g)=P, -i, <, -. (g).a

We can use Theorem 1. 4 to obtain explicit formulas for the coefficients of Kazhdan-Lusztig
polynomials.

The next result shows that the summation set on the RHS of (8) becomes smaller when
we extract the coefficient of q .

Theorem 1. 7 Let u, v ^W, and /;   N. Then

kfc](^u,. (g)) = [gfc]( £ ^c(g)),
C6Gk(u,u)

where Ck(u, v} denotes the set of all multichains from u to v of length <, k +1.

Using the preceding result it is possible to express the coefficients of Kazhdan-Lusztig
polynomials solely in terms of coefficients of (ordinary) IZ-polynomials.

Theorem 1. 8 Let u, v ^W, and fc G N. Then

\s\
[9fc](Pu. (9))= E E nki(ar+l)-'('')+sr+5r+ll(^, ^. (9)) (9)

SC[h] (ao,...,a|s|+l)eC5(",v)'-=0

.where Cs{u, v) is the set of all multichains ao^ai < ... < a|5|+i from u to v such that
Sr+l ̂  1{V) - l^r) -Sr^Sr-\, forT=l,..., \S\, and where Sy dl! l{v) - l{u) - k.
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For small values of k the formula in Theorem 1. 8 yields very explicit information on
[g ](Pu, u). Even for A = 1 and fc = 2 the resulting formulas are new and have non-trivial
consequences.

Corollary 1.9 Letu, v G W. Then

[9J(^(9)) = {-lfv )-lw [9](^,. (9)) + c(u, ^)

where c(u, i>) is the number of coatoms in [u, v].

Corollary 1. 10 Letu, v 6 W. Then

[92](^,. (g)) = (-l)'(u)-'(u)[92](^(9))+ E (-l)(M-'(u)-l[g](^(g))+|[u, t;];|
a6[u,u];

- E [9](^, ^))+"(["^]'>{1, 3}).
a6[u, v],'

A consequence of Corollary 1.9 is the following result which was conjectured by G. Kalai,
[10].
Corollary 1. 11 Letu, v e W be such that Pu,v{q) = 1- Then

l{v)-l{u) >c(u, u).

A further application of Corollary 1. 9 is the following result which was first proved by
Dyer (see [5]).

Corollary 1. 12 Let v G W. Then

[9](P^(g))=c(e, ^)-a(e^). (10)

Note that (10) does not hold in general. For example, \iW = S^, u= 2143, and v = 4231
then [q]{Pu,v) = 1 but c(u, u) = 4 and a(u, u) = 4.

We can also use Corollary 1.9 to characterize those pairs of elements u, v G. W such that
Pu, u(g) equals the ^-polynomial of u, uj*. Our characterization is purely combinatorial and
depends only on the isomorphism type of the poset [u, u].

The next result greatly generalizes Theorem 4. 8 of 2]. We denote by 83 the poset
isomorphic to the Bruhat order on Ss.

Theorem 1. 13 Let u, v G. W, u <v. Then the following are equivalent:

i) [u, u] <foe5 no< contain any interval isomorphic to 83;

ii) ^(9)=(g-l)'^-'(u);

iii) [9](^(g))=(-l)^-'(u^(u)-^));
iv) M(P^(9)) = c(u, ^) -/(T;) + ^(u);

v) P^(g)=5(K^]*;<?).
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The preceding theorem has many consequences. The main one is probably the following
which is obtained by combining Theorems 1. 13 and 1. 8, and which gives, in particular, an
explicit combinatorial fonnula expressing the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomial of any interval
which is a lattice solely in terms of its combinatorial structure.

Theorem 1. 14 Let u, v G. W, u <^ v, be such that [u, v} does not contain any interval
isomorphic to 83. Then

MP... W) - E(-D'(-HSI+t. E , , . (-DE!;' ".. ' D (,<.;(;;::;:t>,,,)
S^k}~ ' (ao,..., °|^) Cs(".f) ^ V^-.^r, -r-^+l.

where Cs{u, v), and SQ, have the same meaning as in Theorem 1. 8. D

Another consequence of Theorem 1. 13 is the following result which was first proved, in the
case of symmetric groups, by M. Haiman and G. Kalai ([8]).

Corollary 1. 15 Let u, v ^W, u <v, be such that [u, v] is a lattice. Then Ra,v(q) =
(g- 1 )'(")-'("). D

Two further non-trivial consequences of Theorem 1. 13 are the following.

Corollary 1. 16 Let u, v^W, u<v, be such that [g](^(g)) = {-lfv^u\l{u) - l{v)).
Then R^{q) = {q - 1)IW-1^ for allu^x ̂ y ̂ v. D

Corollary 1. 17 Let u, v   W, u < v, be such that {q}(P^(q}) = c{u, v) - l(v) + l{u). Then
P,,, (g) = g{[x, y}^ q) for allu <x ̂ y <^v. 0

Theorem 1. 13 also enables us to use results from the theory of g-polynomials to compute
explicitly the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials of some classes of intervals. For n G N we denote
by Bn and Qn the Boolean algebra of rank n and the face lattice of an n-dimensional cube,
respectively.

Corollary 1. 18 Let u, v ^W, u^v, be such that [u, v] ̂  5((u)_;(u) (as posets). Then

P.,M = 1.

Corollary 1. 19 Let u, v ^ W, u <v, be such that [u, v] S Q; (as posets) where d ^
/(u)-^(u)- 1. Then

^)=i:^C)(T))«-o'. (11)

^
Equivalently, [ql}{Pu, v{q)) is the number of plane trees with d+1 vortices such that exactly z

vertices have > 2 5on5, for all i G N. In particular, deg(Pu,v{q)) = f .
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Let A:   N. Recall (see, e. g., [15], p. 191) that a finite graded poset P with 0 is said to be
k-simplicial if [0, x} is isomorphic to a Boolean algebra for all s   Pk. It is well known (see,
e. g., [1]) that intervals of W, and their duals, are 2-simplicial.

For brevity, we say that an interval [u, v] is S^-free if it satisfies condition i) of Theorem
6. 3.

Proposition 1. 20 Let u, v G. W, u <v, and & G N. Suppose that [u, u]* is k-simplicial and
Ss-free. Then

M(^,. «))=D-i)-'(;i:;:;;:;:;)l[», "];l
/orj=0,..., Lfc^-J.

For ̂  = 3 we can also prove the converse of Proposition 1.20.

Proposition 1. 21 Let u, u   W, u <, v. Then the following are equivalent:

i) [»'](/'... (<)) = D-l)-' (;;:;:;;:;:;) 11". "1;1. /'"'.' ^ 2-
il) [u, uj* is 5'3-/ree aTid S-simplicial.

We now briefly outline how it is possible to obtain analogues of all the results in this work
for the inverse Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials. Recall (see, e.g., [9], §7. 13, or [12], p. 190) that
these are the polynomials {-PJ,u(9)}u, ueW uniquely defined by the condition that

E (-iy(a)-((u)^(9)^, v(9)=^ (12)
u<a<u

for all u, v ^W, u <^v.
For any multichain OO^QI ^ ... ^ CLr+i (r G N) of W we now define a polynomial

^:o,.... a.,, (9) as follows. We let

TC:.,,..,, (i)"y(^i (/%:.,.,. (^)) K:..«.«(<) (13)

dcf
(where d = l(ar) - l{ao)), if r   P, and

^o,... ^, (9)^(-l)'(ar+l)-'(ar)^, ^. (9), (14)

if r = 0. We call the polynomial ^g,..., a^+i(?) the dual R-polynomial of the multichain
ao <a\ ^ ... <: Qr+1.

The analogue of our main result is the following.

Theorem 1. 22 Let u, v ^ W. Then

P:M= E ^(9).°
C6C(u, u)
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In the case that (W, S) is a finite Coxeter system there is a simple relation between
A-polynomials and dual A-polynomials of miiltichains.

Proposition 1. 23 Let {W, S} be a finite Coxeter system, and ao<, a-^ <,... < a^+i be a
multichain in W. Then

^:<,,..., a^, (9)=^oa. ^,..., <.oo, (9).a

The analogue of Corollary 1. 9 is the following.

Corollary 1. 24 Letu, v G W. Then

[q}{P:.M)= (-i)'(u)-'(u) kK^,. ) + a{u, v),

where a(u, u) t's the number of atoms in [u, v]. D

The analogue of Theorem 1. 13 is the following.

Theorem 1. 25 Let u, v^. W, u <v. Then the following are equivalent:

i) [u, v} does not contain any interual isomorphic to Ss;

ii) ^(9)=(g-iy(u)-'(u);
ill) [9](^(g))=(-iy(v)-l(u)(^)-^))/

iv) [g](P:, (9))="(", ^)-^)+^)/

v) P:.M=9{[u, v};q). a

Similar analogues hold for all the other results.
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